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Hey guys, so I'm thinking about doing a volunteer position and I'm torn between two different volunteer positions. One is basically shadowing a pathology person at a nearby hospital of my university through its volunteer program. I met him through my church and he basically told me that he wanted to show me the ropes
of what he does (though of course HIPAA will probably get in the way sometimes). I can also always change to ER which is the place with the most hands at that hospital (although there is a waiting list, I can always monitor the pathology in the meantime). On the other hand, there is a hospital about 25 minutes away
from where I live that has a very hands-on internship. I have heard of people who have entered medical school using it as their primary volunteer position when applying for medical school. Also, I hear from a friend in this internship that sometimes doctors show them procedures that I think are really cool. Both seemed
really neat to me and filled with opportunities that would avoid the whole I was sitting at a table answering volunteer location phone calls. Also both want the same commitment 4 hours a week for at least a year. I want to do a position that will last at least 3+ years, so I want to make the best decision well informed. Thank!
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Is there a reason why you can not do both? That's my suggestion! Both sound good, although the second chance is a little more ambiguous. Good luck with the choice yours! I would love to do both, but I just have room for a more volunteer position as I did research at a biotechnology company and doing peer
consultation (plus a full aha loading course). You have been for both positions? If one is more selective than the other it may be harder to do it. Also, what types of internships include? If you have 3 years, do one in one year and the other for 2 years. Also, as mentioned, if one is difficult to get into (a further one you may
have to apply this year and next or even 3 times before you are selected. Also, please remove neat and cool vocabulary from your vocabulary when discussing sick and injured people and their medical care. It is unsym professional and unsonged. Also, please remove neat and cool vocabulary from your vocabulary when
discussing sick and injured people and their medical care. It is unsym professional and unsonged. Is it any better to use words as attractive or attractive? I see how this may seem vampire, but is it really wrong to find interesting medical procedures to observe? Just trying to understand. Is it any better to use words as
attractive or attractive? I see how this may seem vampire, but is it really wrong to find interesting medical procedures to observe? Just trying to understand. Interesting as well. Awe-inspiring. Great. Inspiration. Appeal is ok but abusive. Cool and tidy only seems childly when describing a medical procedure. I guess you go
UCSD I appreciate, highly recommend pathmaker internship. I did that and there really is no better program in terms of the amount of contact with patients you get (I did no administrative work at all). I volunteered at Thornton for a while too, but quit after 3 b/c shifts all I did was mostly together surgical payment
packages, which is incredibly boring. PM me if you have any more questions! See jobs at Palomar HealthUpdated July 17, 2020SortPopularCOVID-19 RelatedHighest RatingMost RecentOldest FirstI has worked at Palomar Health for over 3 yearsProsGives you excellent training and direct experience in the medical
fieldConsLong process to begin and some departments are more interactive and busy than others. The flag is InappropriateFlag as InappropriateTi has worked at Palomar Health for more than a yearProsExposure to work in the hospital environment The ability to rotate to different departments Hands on patient care
experienceCan have difficulty doing a lot of unwanted tasks and/or repeat 240 hours of clinically necessary NO PAYFlag as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI worked at Palomar Health for less than a yearYou get your hands on work experience at a hospital Cons- Too much work for little reward. The hospital doesn't
even do an appreciation day/dinner/anything for the trainees. Depending on the department you go to, you will deal with angry nurses who are angry at you for doing some of the most tasks that you are indicated to do by your department leadership, but there are also nurses who really appreciate you and are willing to
give you career advice. Flagged as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI InappropriateI at Palomar Health for less than a yearProsTo be honest, nothing at all. ConsI was literally kicked out of the program because I didn't have a printer at home and wanted to show my CPR certificate on my phone. Because of this I was
kicked out of the program. They are the only hospital in the SD that provides clinical hours thus creating a monopoly on their program. Plus I had a friend who drove an hour for interviews and was kicked out in the middle of his interview because they didn't like his reaction. Extremely strict and not worth the stress. This
internship costs over $100 just to participate, this is honestly a scam because more than just the wealthy can do this internship. Flags are InappropriateFlag as InappropriateTI has been working at Palomar Health for over a yearPros • Excellent clinical practice experience • Great for profile &amp; looks great for medical
school/medical field • Gives you a good idea of what you want to be in the medical field (if you are learning to become a doctor, nurse, etc.) • Nurses (specially CNA) are willing to help you learn how to care for patients. • It feels great to help care for patients • Remember that this is just an internship. This internship should
only help promote your med applications/profiles. If you are a full-time student, your score should and will only be your priority. I took this advice from a surgeon. Your score is much more important than your practice internship experience. Despite a boost, it is not as important as your score to get into your school. Don't
focus too much on spending your time or getting as many hours as you need to reach your goal. There are enough hours to graduate from the program, then leave! The Med field finds that as long as you contribute your time there that's all that matters! Not the hours. • Being at the hospital gave me a great reminder of
why I wanted to be in the medical field. The environment makes you see your future. Cons• Some RN's & Doctors do not admit that you give away your free time to volunteer and help them care for their patients. • We are basically a free body &amp; add hands to help the hospital. • Although you are techniqually a



Palomar Employee, you are not official and you are scheduled by an internship. • Remember that your service has free labor. Don't work too your feet. It's great to prove that you're a great trainer, however, you shouldn't go on and beyond to prove your place. Remember that you can replace. • Do not take it with your
heart when one of the employees (especially the RN) means &amp; passively positive towards Brush it off, it's a work environment and it's okay to make mistakes as an traine. • You receive a letter of recommendation and graduate from the program. That's right. • Have a friend go to medical school at UCSF and He left,
he made a great point. This internship is a great hand on clinical experience of what you want to be. However, Palomar Hospital is extremely intelligent and mischievous in bringing in students to do heavy duty/diffucult work, all for what? A letter of recommendation and acknowledging that you practice at this hospital. •
Trust me when I say that there are great hidden treasures out there related to internships. There are paid internships in San Diego where you not only get hours of work, letters of recommendation, and recognition, but you're also paid for your hard work instead of free time. If you're already on an internship, it
demonstrates how much of a dedicated hard worker you are. Hard workers deserve to be paid even if it's a salary for what they do (that's a huge amount for this hospital). • Expect to be exactly like a CNA. You clean up the patient and basically you are on the side of a CNA, doing all the dirty work and hard work! (He
therefore why I think worthy of internships deserves a bit of cash) Flags like InappropriateFlag as InappropriateTI have worked at Palomar Health for over 3 yearsProsGreat internship to gain clinical experience. So many opportunities to learn from pretty much all the departments of the hospital. There are many places
you can serve shifts there. In addition, some employees are willing to teach you and give you advice on a very nice career path. ConsMy's biggest problem with this internship is management. I have been there for many years since Palomar moved to the new hospital, and I have seen a decline in culture in their
management. It has gone from top shape trainors and leadership team, to now people just want boosters to continue and hours. No idea where it is all coming from but it is a bit sad. Their reaction time is terrible! Some leadership communication is very cold and harsh, especially those who manage absentee leave and
CPR etc... It seems like there has been a lot of revenue in their leadership as well because I will get emails from different directors and it seems like some directors have not been fully trained because they keep making mistakes. I got the exercise wrong for like 2-3 spins in a row. Just be sure to try to communicate with
them about it. Flags are InappropriateFlag as InappropriateTI has worked at Palomar Health for over 3 yearsProsBest health care volunteer positions you will find anywhere (if you want to become a doctor or nurse) due to all the practical experience You will get to interact with patients to the extent that CNA does except
you cannot provide medications or shots. ConsIt is a distant drive for people living anywhere outside the Escondido area. Leadership takes a long time to pay requests via email, so it's best to message your supervisor. The flag is InappropriateFlag as InappropriateI worked at Palomar Health for over 3 yearsProsBeing a
Pathmaker allows you to to get a large amount of experience in clinical settings while attending school. It also helps to identify the field of nursing or medical field that you want to specialize in. Your highly rated staff, especially at Pomerado Hospital.ConsBeing a Pathmaker does not guarantee you a job at Palomar or
Pomerado Hospital, no matter how many hours you have accumulated. Flagged as InappropriateFlag as InappropriateViewing 1 - 8 of 8 English ReviewsCh choose a different language and continue reading other reviews. Reviews.
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